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Abstract This paper analyses market structure of industries that are subject to both positive and negative network effects. The size of a firm determines the quality of its product: when network effects are positive, a larger firm is of higher quality; when the effects are negative, a larger firm’s product is of lower quality. Consumers have heterogenous preferences towards quality (firm size), and firms compete in prices. Equilibria are characterised: for example, in any asymmetric equilibrium, it must be that congestion is not too severe. One consequence of this feature is that an increase in the number of firms in the industry can raise individual firms’ profits. Two factors can bound the number of firms in a free-entry equilibrium without fixed costs: expectations, and the ‘finiteness’ property (Shaked and Sutton (1982, 1983)) of price competition.
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1. Introduction



In many markets, consumers’ valuations of a good depend on the number of other consumers also buying the good. In some cases, valuations increase as more consumers buy the good i.e., there are positive network effects. In other cases, valuations decrease as more consumers buy the good, e.g. because congestion occurs. These two cases have been analysed extensively, but separately. In this paper, positive and negative network effects are combined. When aggregate consumption of a firm’s good is low, the network effects are positive; but as total consumption rises, congestion eventually sets in and the network effects become negative. This occurs in many markets of interest, and particularly communication and information-based industries. Each new web site, or the addition of information to an existing site, increases the value of the Internet to every existing user. However, as usage of the Internet grows, so does congestion: despite large increases in overall capacity, at least parts of the Internet (such as international lines and public peering points) are heavily loaded and experience consequent performance degradation. (See Odlyzko (1999) for a summary.) The effect that positive network effects have on market outcomes is considered in Katz and Shapiro (1985), Farrell and Saloner (1985) and Katz and Shapiro (1986), amongst many others; all note the tendency for concentrated industry structures. Negative network effects are studied in transportation economics (see e.g. Edelson (1971) and Newbery (1988)) and the club good literature (Tiebout (1956), Scotchmer (1985a) and Scotchmer (1985b)). These literatures have determined the major principles for efficient congestion pricing and the conditions under which efficient clubs can arise from decentralised, competitive behaviour. This paper departs further from most of the previous analysis of network effects, both positive and negative, by supposing that consumers have heterogeneous valuations of the network effects. Just as consumers may have different preferences towards quality as a physical attribute of a good (because they have different incomes, say), they may have different preferences towards quality as determined by network effects. People differ in the degree to which they gain utility from being able to send e-mails to a large number
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of people; and they differ in the degree to which they lose utility from having to wait while a page loads when the Web is congested. The effect of this is to combine vertical differentiation with network effects. When firms compete in prices, this has important implications for equilibrium market structure. Relatively few papers have examined market structure and network effects in a vertically differentiated environment.



The early network papers, such as Katz and Shapiro



(1985), allow for heterogenous valuations for the basic good, but have homogeneous valuations of network effects. Bental and Spiegel (1995) extend Katz and Shapiro (1985) by allowing for heterogeneous preferences towards positive network effects, keeping the assumption of quantity competition. They compare market structures under a variety of competitive and technological conditions. This work differs from theirs in two respects. First, price, rather than quantity, competition is considered. This avoids the imposi



tion of an exogenous minimum network size, which Bental and Spiegel require. It also means that expectations can be far more central to the analysis. Secondly, we consider both positive and negative network effects; this has a substantial effect on equilibrium outcomes. Section 2 lays out the model. Section 3 analyses the pricing stage; section 4 considers the (prior) entry stage. Section 5 discusses the role of expectations in the analysis, while section 6 considers extensions to the model. A short conclusion is given in section 7, with the proof of proposition 3 in the appendix. 



There are a few papers that consider heterogeneous preferences towards network effects. The emphasis of these papers has, on the whole, been on compatibility and standardisation rather than market structure more generally. See for example Einhorn (1992) (who uses a components model without network effects), de Palma and Leruth (1996), de Palma, Leruth, and Regibeau (1999), Baake and Boom (1997), and Economides and Flyer (1997). Bental and Spiegel assume that there is some minimum size, r, such that a consumer gains zero utility from buying from any firm that sells less than r. When r is strictly positive, the number of firms in free-entry equilibrium is finite; but in the limit as r tends to zero and with no fixed costs of entry, the number of firms tends to infinity. See their equations (16) and (17). 
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2. The Model



Let a consumer’s expected utility from buying a unit of a good from firm i be U (θ) = V + θf (qie ) − pi .



(1)



V is a constant term, independent of which firm’s good is bought. θ describes the consumer’s marginal utility of network effects. qie is the expected demand of firm i. f : q → f (q) is a function relating the firm’s demand to utility. The term θf (qie ) therefore represents the expected value of the network effect to consumer θ. There is a continuum of consumers with tastes distributed uniformly on the interval [θ, θ], where 0 ≤ θ < θ. (θ can also be interpreted in terms of income, as in Shaked and Sutton (1982) and Shaked and Sutton (1983)—hereafter S&S.) The function f (.) is assumed to be piecewise continuous. f (0) = 0, and there is a maximum at some positive level of demand i.e., ∃ 0 < qˆ < θ − θ s.t. f (ˆ q −  ) > f (ˆ q +  ) for some  ,  > 0. Finally, pi is the uniform price charged by 







firm i. The game has several stages. In the last, pricing stage, the timing is as follows. Consumers form expectations about the demands of firms. Each firm announces a price, taking consumer expectations and the prices of other firms as fixed. Consumers then choose from which firm to buy, given the prices quoted by the firms, the decisions of other consumers, and their expectations. If the consumer is indifferent between two or more firms, her choice can be made randomly. Consumers are assumed to buy from no more than one firm. Implicitly, the timing assumes that firms cannot commit to any prices that are announced before consumers make their purchase decisions, so that the only credible prices are those that result from the fulfilled-expectations calculation. This follows Katz and Shapiro (1985)’s formulation, and makes comparison with S&S particularly clear. Unlike in Katz and Shapiro (1985), the form of expectations can make a major difference to equilibrium outcomes, as will be discussed in section 5. In the first stage, firms choose whether to enter the industry or not. (If the firms are able to choose their capacities, then the game will have another stage; see section 6.) The analysis concentrates on fulfilled-expectation (i.e., equilibrium demands must fulfill consumers’ 3



expectations) subgame perfect Nash equilibrium (FEE) in pure strategies.



3. The Pricing Subgame



As usual, the game is solved backward: so, consider first the pricing subgame with n firms. Without loss of generality, suppose that firms are ordered so that f (q e ) ≥ f (q e ) ≥ 



· · · ≥ f (qne ). Let θk be the consumer who is indifferent between firm k, with price pk and expected network effect f (qke ) ≡ fke , and firm k − 1, with price pk− and expected network e effect fk− . Therefore



θk fke − pk = θk fke



− pk , 1 ≤ k < n,



θn fne = pn − V.



(2) (3)



As in S&S, consumers are partitioned into segments corresponding to the successive market shares of the firms: θ ≥ θ ≥ · · · ≥ θn . Note two useful facts. First, if fke > fke 



is



to be fulfilled in equilibrium, then it must be that equilibrium prices satisfy pk > pk . Secondly, if fke = fke , then it must be that equilibrium prices satisfy pk = pk : firms k and k + 1 are Bertrand competitors; consequently pl = 0 ∀l > k. Before considering equilibrium in the pricing stage, the following notation is helpful. Definition 1: A configuration is a triple (k, l, n), where (i) 0 ≤ k ≤ n is the number of firms (starting from firm 1) with strictly different and positive expected network effects: f e > f e > · · · > fke > fke 



(ii) 0 ≤ l ≤ n is the number of firms (starting from firm k + 1) with equal and strictly positive expected network effects: fke



= fke 



= · · · = fke



l



> 0.



(iii) n is the total number of firms, so that k + l ≤ n. Clearly, there are many possible configurations, and many possible combination of outputs corresponding to any particular configuration. What are the conditions under which a 4



configuration can be supported as an FEE? The following considers this question for a selection of configurations.



3.1. Symmetric Configurations The next two propositions consider symmetric configurations when n > 1. Proposition 1: The configuration (0, n, n) can always be supported by one, and potentially many, FEE. Proof: In this configuration, the firms are expected to be undifferentiated both in the basic good that they sell and in the network effect that they provide. Hence Bertrand competition results: all firms charge their zero marginal cost. One equilibrium outcome is that the firms share the market, getting demand of (θ − θ)/n each; these demands confirm the expectations. Due to the non-monotonicity of f (q), however, potentially there are other equilibria that support the configuration.







Proposition 2: The configuration (0, 0, n) can be supported as an FEE iff V = 0 (i.e., iff utility comes only from network benefits). Proof: In the configuration (0, 0, n), expectations are that no firm will have non-zero network effect. Consequently, consumers’ expectation of utility from buying a single unit of the good from firm i is V − pi . If V > 0, then positive sales can occur; Bertrand competition results with e.g. each firm obtains demand of (θ − θ)/n. Consequently, expectations are not confirmed and so the configuration cannot be supported as an FEE. When V = 0, consumers gain zero expected gross utility from buying, and will not buy at any positive price. Consequently, expectations are confirmed.











For example, when n = 2 and f (q) = q(θ − θ − q), two equilibria support the configuration (0, 2, 2): q = q = (θ − θ)/2; and q = 2(θ − θ)/3 > q = (θ − θ)/3, with prices p = p = 0. 
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As a corollary of these two propositions, Corollary 1: The configuration (0, l, n) with l < n can be supported by one (and potentially many) FEE.



3.2. Asymmetric Configurations Next asymmetric configurations are considered. In the strictly asymmetric configuration (n, 0, n), f e > f e > · · · > fne . Proposition 3 characterises equilibria (if any exist) that 



support this configuration. Proposition 3: Any equilibrium (if it exists) that supports the configuration (n, 0, n) must satisfy either (i) f 0 (q ) ≥ 0; or (ii) f 0 (q ) < 0 but f 0 (q ) > 0, and f (q ) > f (q ). 







Proof: See the appendix. The proposition is illustrated in figure 1. The explanation is simple enough. In the S&S model of vertical differentiation, in an asymmetric equilibrium, the order of firms’ demands is the same as the order of the firms’ (expected) qualities. That is, when firm 1 has the highest expected network effect, it has the largest equilibrium demand; and so on for all the firms. But if the firms are all on the downward-sloping portion of the network effect function, then such a situation cannot be consistent: a firm with a high demand has a lower network effect, due to congestion. This is illustrated in the left-hand side of the figure. Consequently, in any fulfilled-expectations equilibrium that supports the asymmetric configuration (n, 0, n), congestion cannot be too prevalent: only firm 1 can be on the downward-sloping part of the network effect function, and then not too far. See the right-hand side of the figure. Note that in such an equilibrium, all firms earn positive profits because they are (expected and actual) vertically differentiated competitors. Proposition 3 characterises asymmetric equilibrium, when it exists. There are two aspects to the issue of existence. First, is there an asymmetric solution to the system of first-order conditions for profit maximisation? Secondly, is the asymmetric solution (if it 6
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Figure 1: Illustration of proposition 3



exists) consistent with the configuration? The first question involves a system of coupled polynomials; it is not possible, therefore, to provide a general existence condition. The following corollary gives sufficient conditions for the second question. Corollary 2: When f (q) is continuously differentiable with respect to q, a sufficient condition for an asymmetric solution to the first-order conditions (if it exists) to be an FEE that supports the configuration (n, 0, n) is f



0







2θ − θ 3







≥ 0.



(4)



Proof: Manipulation of the first-order conditions gives q =



2θ − θ , 3



q = 



θ − 2θ , 3



(5)







The system always has at least one solution—the symmetric one, identified in proposition 1. Whether it has an asymmetric (real) solution cannot be determined generally.
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as the only asymmetric solution to the first-order necessary and sufficient conditions for profit maximisation when n = 2. When n > 2, the solutions to the first-order conditions satisfy X



i 



qi =



2(θ − θ) , 3



X



i 



qi =



(θ − θ) . 3



(6)



Therefore q ≤ (2θ − θ)/3. The corollary follows from this inequality and the shape of f (q).







The condition in corollary 2 basically requires that, for any asymmetric solution to the first-order conditions, all firms lie to the left of the maximum in the network effect function i.e., q ≤ qˆ. When f (q) is continuously differentiable, this ensures that f (q ) > f (q ). 



While there appear to be similarities between asymmetric equilibria, we have not been able to establish existence results. So, for example, if an FEE exists that supports (n, 0, n), it is not clear that other FEEs exist that support (k, 0, n) with k < n (or the converse). Likewise, while the partially asymmetric configurations (k, l, n) are closely related to the 



fully asymmetric configuration (k, 0, k), existence of an FEE supporting the one does not imply existence of an FEE supporting the other.



3.3. The Two and Three Firm Cases In order to illustrate the model outcomes, the two and three firm cases are considered. In both cases, symmetric equilibria (corresponding to the configurations (0, 2, 2) and (0, 3, 3)) exist, by proposition 1; and partially asymmetric equilibria (e.g. (1, 0, 2), (2, 1, 3) etc.) may also exist. This section concentrates on the strictly asymmetric configurations (2, 0, 2) and (3, 0, 3). To keep matters simple it is assumed in both cases that the market is covered; the conditions for this are given below. 



The difference is that, in the former, the marginal consumer θk is determined by indifference between firm k with price pk and expected network effect of fke , and firm k + 1 with price 0 and expected network effect of fke = · · · = fke l . This does not affect the first-order conditions, which are the same for the k asymmetric firms in both configurations. It does affect, however, the resulting prices and demands. 
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Consider first the asymmetric configuration (2, 0, 2). As corollary 2 stated, the asymmetric solution in this case is q (2) =



2θ − θ , 3



θ − 2θ . 3



q (2) = 



(7)



The covered market assumption requires that θ > 2θ. Now consider the asymmetric configuration for the three firm case: (3, 0, 3). Manipulation of the first-order conditions for profit maximisation gives fe − fe q fe − fe q − 2q + q e f − fe q − 2q fe − fe 



2q −











= θ,



(8)



= 0,



(9)



= 0.



(10)











This system gives q , q and q as functions of the expected network effects. In equilibrium, 



expectations must be confirmed. Suppose that in equilibrium f −f =α 



where α 



and α 







> 0;



f −f =α 



> 0, 



(11)



are constants. Then equations (8)–(10) can be solved to give (3α + 4α )θ − α θ , 6(α + α ) θ−θ q (3) = , 3 α θ − (4α + 3α )θ q (3) = . 6(α + α ) 











(12)



q (3) =











(13)























(14)







(It is straightforward to check that q (3) > q (3) > q (3), as is required in equilibrium.) 



In order for this solution to be consistent with the expectations implicit in equation (11), it must be that α 



and α 



are such that the equilibrium network effects f , f and 



f corresponding to the equilibrium outputs q (3), q (3) and q (3) satisfy f > f > f . 







It is easy to construct cases where this holds. Figure 2 shows such a case, in which it is
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supposed that θ = 1, θ = 0 and α q (3) =







=α



7 , 12







= 1/3. With these values,



1 q (3) = , 3 



q (3) =



1 , 12



(15)



while outputs in any asymmetric equilibrium with only two firms are 2 q (2) = , 3



1 q (2) = . 3 



(16)



In the figure, the network effect function is   0        



f (q) =







       











q ∈ [0, 0.08], q ∈ (0.08, 0.3], q ∈ (0.3, 0.5],



(17)



q ∈ (0.5, 0.6], q ∈ (0.6, 1].



Hence no asymmetric equilibrium can exist with two firms (and so the Bertrand outcome occurs: p (2) = p (2) = 0), but an asymmetric equilibrium does exist with three firms 



(so that p (3) > p (3) > p (3) > 0). Here then is a case where an increase in the number 



of firms in the industry can increase individual firms’ profits. Of course, converse cases can also be constructed, in which an asymmetric equilibrium exists when n = 2, but not when n = 3.



4. The Number of Firms in Equilibrium



Consider now the prior stage when firms decide whether to enter. The equilibrium number of firms with strictly positive market share may be bounded for several reasons, even with an infinitesimal fixed cost of entry. First, the number may be bounded by expectations. For example, consider the two configurations (0, l, n) and (0, l − 1, n). In both cases, there exists an equilibrium in the pricing stage that supports the configuration. In these equilibria, the firms with strictly positive expected demand (l of them in the former, l − 1 



The covered market assumption is satisfied in this case.
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f (q)
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q



Figure 2: A case where profits are higher with three firms than with two



in the latter) are Bertrand competitors, and so charge zero price and share the market equally. Secondly, the nature of price competition places a bound on the number of firms. Consumers’ expectations of firms’ equilibrium demands are similar to qualities in the S&S model: both are fixed in the pricing stage as far as firms are concerned, and both allow unanimous ranking of firms when prices are equal to marginal cost. Hence, the finiteness shown by S&S can hold when θ > 0 because the high quality (large) firm’s equilibrium price is such that no smaller (lower quality) firm is able to attract any demand. For example, if θ ≤ 4θ, then (as S&S show) at most two firms can have positive market share in equilibrium. Suppose that there is a fixed cost of entry, F > 0, and that the network effect function is as constructed above. If θ ≤ 4θ, then at most two firms can have positive market share. But since only the Bertrand outcome can occur in equilibrium, no firm will be willing to enter the industry. If 4θ < θ ≤ 8θ, however, then at most three firms can have 



‘Finiteness’ is a situation where “[h]owever low the level of fixed costs, and independently of any considerations as to firms’ choices of product, the nature of price competition in itself ensures that only a limited number of firms can survive at equilibrium” (Shaked and Sutton (1983), p. 1469).
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positive market share in equilibrium; and, since the asymmetric equilibrium supporting the configuration (3, 0, 3) is feasible, three firms will be willing to enter the industry, for F sufficiently small (but positive).



5. Expectations



It has been assumed so far that firms take consumers’ expectations as given, e.g. because firms cannot commit to prices before consumers make their purchase decisions. The same approach is used in Katz and Shapiro (1985). This isolates the effect that the requirement of consistency has on equilibrium outcomes. Katz and Shapiro show that in their model of quantity competition most results are unaffected when firms can influence expectations by their announcement of output choices. (See Bental and Spiegel (1995) for a model with quantity competition with this alternative formulation of expectations.) In this model, however, firms choose prices; and outcomes can be very different when firms are able to influence expectations by their price announcements. When expectations are not considered fixed by the firms, it may be that the profit function of the smaller firm is no longer quasi-concave in its price; if this is the case, then the only equilibrium is symmetric and Bertrand. The incentive to under-cut may be limited, however, when the network effect function is non-monotonic. This is clearest in the pure negative network effect case, where f (q) ≤ f (q) ∀ q ≥ q, and in a duopoly. Depending on the model, an asymmetric equilibrium 



may not exist. In the symmetric equilibrium, however, both firms earn positive profits. A cut in price by one network does not attract the entire market demand (as it would 



Consider the case of pure positive network effects: f (q) ≥ f (q) ∀ q ≥ q; and consider an asymmetric duopoly in which one firm has a large market share and charges a high price, and the other firm has a small market share and charges a low price. By under-cutting the larger firm’s price by a great enough margin, the smaller firm can attract all market demand. But then the previously large firm’s best response (faced with zero demand) is to undercut. This process continues until prices equal marginal cost and the symmetric Bertrand outcome results. For example, in the case where f (q) = θ − θ − q and preferences are uniformly distributed. This is because in any asymmetric solution, the firm with higher (expected and equilibrium) network effect must have greater demand—this is clear from the proof of proposition 3 in the appendix. In the case of pure congestion, however, this is a contradiction. 
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in a standard Bertrand model), due to congestion. This is similar to outcomes of price competition with capacity constraints; see e.g. Kreps and Scheinkman (1983). The analysis of the general case, where the network effect function is non-monotonic and there are (potentially) more than two firms, is the subject of further work. Here, it is noted that when there is ‘sufficient’ non-monotonicity in the network effect function f (q), firms’ profit functions will be quasi-concave with respect to their own prices. (What is ‘sufficient’ is not made precise here.) In this case, the results should not depend qualitatively on the assumption that firms treat expectations as fixed.



6. Extensions



The analysis has neglected various issues. First, the ability of firms to choose capacity, after entry but before price competition, and so influence the network effects associated with their product, has not been considered. One issue is how to model capacity constraints for a communication network like the Internet. It may be more appropriate to model capacity as shifting more-or-less continuously the network effect function: f (q, C) where C is capacity and ∂f /∂C ≥ 0.







With this approach, pure negative network effects



and in a duopoly model, de Palma and Leruth (1989) show that maximum differentiation occurs: one firm chooses capacity as high as possible, the other as low as possible. It is an open question how this would work out in the more general setting of this paper. Secondly, a particular functional form for utility has been used: multiplicative between the preference parameter θ and the network effect function f (q). This feature means that congestion sets in at the same point for all consumers: heterogeneity in preferences shifts the level of network effects, but not the turning point between positive and negative marginal effects. Relaxing this to allow a more general functional form for utility may  



The transmission protocols used on the Internet mean that capacity (or bandwidth) of transmission lines are not equivalent to standard production constraints, in which e.g. marginal cost is at one level while output is below capacity, but jumps (perhaps to infinity) for output levels above capacity. Instead, when traffic volumes are sufficiently below capacity, users experience no degradation in the transport of their traffic. As the traffic volume approaches the transmission capacity, however, degradation (e.g. packet loss) sets in.
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have consequence for the characterisation of asymmetric equilibrium (see proposition 3).



7. Conclusions



Network effects are not always positive or always negative. In many cases—for example, communication networks such as the Internet—network effects are non-monotonic. This paper has shown that this can have important and surprising implications for market structure. It has also shown that equilibrium outcomes can depend critically on the form of expectations when there are heterogeneous preferences towards network effects and price competition between firms. Future work will investigate this dependence further.
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APPENDIX



Proof of Proposition 3 The proof is similar to S&S until the last few lines, where consistency between expectations and equilibrium is imposed. The marginal consumers are given by θi =



pi − p i , 1 ≤ i < n; fie − fie



pn − V . fne



(A1)



qi = θi− − θi , 1 < i < n,



(A2)



θn =



Firms’ demands are then q =θ−θ , qn =



(



θn− − θn , θn > θ, θn− − θ,



(A3)



θn ≤ θ.



Firm i’s profit function is πi = pi qi (costs are set to zero). πi is strictly concave in pi , and so the first-order conditions are necessary and sufficient to find profit maxima: ∂π ∂p ∂πi ∂pi ∂πn ∂pn



p = 0, − fe pi pi − θi − e − e e fi− − fi fi − fie



= θ−θ −



fe



(A4)







= θi−   θn− − θn − e pn e − fn− −fn =  θn− − θ − e pn e f −f n



n−



pn fne



= 0, 1 < i < n,



= 0, θn > θ, = 0, θn ≤ θ.



(A5) (A6)



For the purposes of this proof, it is assumed that these first-order conditions can be satisfied. As S&S note, discussed further in section 4, this requires at least that θ ≥ 2 n− θ. Then p > 2θ , e f − fe pi pi = 2θi + e > 2θi , + e e fi− − fi fi − fie   2θn + e pn e > 2θn , θn > θ, fn− −fn =  2θn + θ + pne > 2θn , θn ≤ θ. 



θ = 2θ +



(A7)







θi− θn−



fn
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(A8) (A9)



Hence q = θ − θ > θ > θ − θ = q > θ > θ − θ = q > · · · > qn ; 















(A10)



that is, the demands of the firms are ordered according to their expected network effects. Finally, consistency between the profit maximising solutions and expected network effects must be imposed. That is qi > q i



⇔ f (qi ) > f (qi



) ∀i.



(A11)



Only two cases are consistent with condition (A11): 1. f 0 (q ) ≥ 0: all firms are on the positive network effect section of the function f . 2. f 0 (q ) < 0 but f 0 (q ) > 0, and f (q ) > f (q ): only the largest, top quality firm is on the 







negative network effect section of the function f .
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